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Played on
Hosted by
Played with
Played
◉ 0.00% Positive ◉ 0.00% Neutral ◉ 0.00% Negative
Library Basics: Science and Society
30 Jan 2019
sariew
18 players
5 of 5 questions
Overall Performance
Total correct answers (%) 85.39%
Total incorrect answers (%) 14.61%
Average score (points) 4183.39 points
Feedback
How fun was it? (out of 5) 0.00 out of 5
How do you feel?
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Did you learn something? 0.00% Yes 0.00% No
Do you recommend it? 0.00% Yes 0.00% No
Final Scores
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Rank Players Total Score (points) Correct Answers Incorrect Answers
1 I <3 HUM.2593 5512 5 0
2 B 5437 5 0
3 sydney 5399 5 0
4 Rain drop 5387 5 0
5 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ 5283 5 0
6 Seth 4941 5 0
7 Akhil 4270 4 1
8 HegelRocks 4232 4 1
9 Sharath 4089 4 0
10 Fake Name 3950 4 1
11 Hayley 3797 4 1
12 LL 3688 4 1
13 Joe 3662 4 1
14 J-Son 3583 4 1
15 It's Ya Boi 3516 4 1
16 Will 3483 4 1
17 Andrew 2689 3 2
18 Nick 2383 3 2
Library Basics: Science and Society
Final Scores
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Question Summary
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Rank Players Total Score (points) Q1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? Q2
What source in the library tells you what books are 
on the shelves? Q3
Where can you find ONLY specialized resources 
from the library for philosophy? Q4 Which of these choices is a primary source? Q5 Paraphrasing a source means that you
1 I <3 HUM.2593 5512 905 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 901 The library catalog 1114 Research Guide 1237 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1355 Put the content in your own words
2 B 5437 793 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 992 The library catalog 1119 Research Guide 1179 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1354 Put the content in your own words
3 sydney 5399 904 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 986 The library catalog 1124 Research Guide 1165 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1220 Put the content in your own words
4 Rain drop 5387 778 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 1032 The library catalog 1092 Research Guide 1194 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1291 Put the content in your own words
5 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ 5283 818 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 947 The library catalog 1099 Research Guide 1092 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1327 Put the content in your own words
6 Seth 4941 680 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 1056 The library catalog 772 Research Guide 1203 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1230 Put the content in your own words
7 Akhil 4270 882 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 1016 The library catalog 1139 Research Guide 1233 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 0 You quote the source verbatim
8 HegelRocks 4232 0 Going through your usf email account 840 The library catalog 1029 Research Guide 1126 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1237 Put the content in your own words
9 Sharath 4089 0 867 The library catalog 1019 Research Guide 1115 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1088 Put the content in your own words
10 Fake Name 3950 781 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 917 The library catalog 1085 Research Guide 1167 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 0 You summarize the source in general terms.
11 Hayley 3797 869 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 0 Reserves 909 Research Guide 952 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1067 Put the content in your own words
12 LL 3688 860 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 959 The library catalog 0 E-Journals link 836 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1033 Put the content in your own words
13 Joe 3662 823 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 979 The library catalog 0 E-Journals link 857 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1003 Put the content in your own words
14 J-Son 3583 674 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 0 Reserves 869 Research Guide 963 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1077 Put the content in your own words
15 It's Ya Boi 3516 796 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 962 The library catalog 0 E-Journals link 847 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 911 Put the content in your own words
16 Will 3483 744 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 998 The library catalog 0 E-Journals link 892 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 849 Put the content in your own words
17 Andrew 2689 0 By going through OASIS 785 The library catalog 0 Google Scholar 856 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1048 Put the content in your own words
18 Nick 2383 769 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page 0 Reserves 846 Research Guide 768 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 0 You summarize the source in general terms.
Library Basics: Science and Society
Question Summary
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Question 1
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Q1
▲ "Going through your usf email account" ♦ "Going through links in the USF Library catalog" ● "Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the library home page" ■ "By going through OASIS"
Akhil ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
882 882 4.73
Andrew ✘ By going through OASIS 0 0 5.89
B ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
793 793 8.28
Dricka ❤ ❤️️ ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
818 818 7.30
Fake Name ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
781 781 8.76
Hayley ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
869 869 5.24
HegelRocks ✘ Going through your usf email account 0 0 4.76
I <3 HUM.2593 ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
905 905 3.81
It's Ya Boi ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
796 796 8.17
J-Son ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
674 674 13.04
Joe ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
823 823 7.08
LL ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
860 860 5.59
Nick ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
769 769 9.26
Rain drop ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
778 778 8.88
Seth ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
680 680 12.80
Sharath ✘ 0 0 0.00
Will ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
744 744 10.22
sydney ✔️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
904 904 3.85
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Library Basics: Science and Society
How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library?
Correct answers Clicking on "login for full access" on the library home page
Players correct (%) 88.24%
Question duration 20 seconds
Answer Summary
Answer options
Is answer correct? ✘ ✘ ✔️ ✘
Number of answers received 1 0 15 1
Average time taken to answer (seconds) 4.76 0.00 7.80 5.89
Answer Details
Players Answer Score (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer time (seconds)
Question 2
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Q2
▲ "The library catalog" ♦ "ILLIAD" ● "Google Scholar" ■ "Reserves"
Akhil ✔️ The library catalog 1016 1898 3.34
Andrew ✔️ The library catalog 785 785 8.62
B ✔️ The library catalog 992 1785 4.31
Dricka ❤ ❤️️ ✔️ The library catalog 947 1765 6.12
Fake Name ✔️ The library catalog 917 1698 7.31
Hayley ✘ Reserves 0 869 4.56
HegelRocks ✔️ The library catalog 840 840 6.41
I <3 HUM.2593 ✔️ The library catalog 901 1806 7.95
It's Ya Boi ✔️ The library catalog 962 1758 5.54
J-Son ✘ Reserves 0 674 12.48
Joe ✔️ The library catalog 979 1802 4.85
LL ✔️ The library catalog 959 1819 5.65
Nick ✘ Reserves 0 769 9.53
Rain drop ✔️ The library catalog 1032 1810 2.72
Seth ✔️ The library catalog 1056 1736 1.76
Sharath ✔️ The library catalog 867 867 5.30
Will ✔️ The library catalog 998 1742 4.08
sydney ✔️ The library catalog 986 1890 4.56
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Library Basics: Science and Society
What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves?
Correct answers The library catalog
Players correct (%) 83.33%
Question duration 20 seconds
Answer Summary
Answer options
Is answer correct? ✔️ ✘ ✘ ✘
Number of answers received 15 0 0 3
Average time taken to answer (seconds) 5.23 0.00 0.00 8.85
Answer Details
Players Answer Score (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer time (seconds)
Question 3
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Q3
▲ "Google Scholar" ♦ "E-Journals link" ● "Research Guide" ■ "Wikipedia"
Akhil ✔️ Research Guide 1139 3037 2.45
Andrew ✘ Google Scholar 0 785 6.29
B ✔️ Research Guide 1119 2904 3.25
Dricka ❤ ❤️️ ✔️ Research Guide 1099 2864 4.04
Fake Name ✔️ Research Guide 1085 2783 4.60
Hayley ✔️ Research Guide 909 1778 3.64
HegelRocks ✔️ Research Guide 1029 1869 2.85
I <3 HUM.2593 ✔️ Research Guide 1114 2920 3.46
It's Ya Boi ✘ E-Journals link 0 1758 8.87
J-Son ✔️ Research Guide 869 1543 5.22
Joe ✘ E-Journals link 0 1802 3.88
LL ✘ E-Journals link 0 1819 7.60
Nick ✔️ Research Guide 846 1615 6.17
Rain drop ✔️ Research Guide 1092 2902 4.33
Seth ✔️ Research Guide 772 2508 17.13
Sharath ✔️ Research Guide 1019 1886 3.25
Will ✘ E-Journals link 0 1742 6.42
sydney ✔️ Research Guide 1124 3014 3.04
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Library Basics: Science and Society
Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy?
Correct answers Research Guide
Players correct (%) 72.22%
Question duration 20 seconds
Answer Summary
Answer options
Is answer correct? ✘ ✘ ✔️ ✘
Number of answers received 1 4 13 0
Average time taken to answer (seconds) 6.29 6.69 4.88 0.00
Answer Details
Players Answer Score (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer time (seconds)
Question 4
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Q4
▲ "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of Evolution." ♦ "Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." ● "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's Theory of Evolution" ■ "A textbook about evolution."
Akhil ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1233 4270 2.67
Andrew ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 856 1641 5.75
B ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1179 4083 4.86
Dricka ❤ ❤️️ ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1092 3956 8.33
Fake Name ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1167 3950 5.34
Hayley ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 952 2730 5.92
HegelRocks ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1126 2995 2.94
I <3 HUM.2593 ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1237 4157 2.50
It's Ya Boi ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 847 2605 6.10
J-Son ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 963 2506 5.48
Joe ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 857 2659 5.70
LL ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 836 2655 6.55
Nick ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 768 2383 13.27
Rain drop ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1194 4096 4.22
Seth ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1203 3711 3.89
Sharath ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1115 3001 3.42
Will ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 892 2634 4.33
sydney ✔️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 1165 4179 5.42
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Library Basics: Science and Society
Which of these choices is a primary source?
Correct answers Darwin's work, The Origin of Species.
Players correct (%) 100.00%
Question duration 20 seconds
Answer Summary
Answer options
Is answer correct? ✘ ✔️ ✘ ✘
Number of answers received 0 18 0 0
Average time taken to answer (seconds) 0.00 5.37 0.00 0.00
Answer Details
Players Answer Score (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer time (seconds)
Question 5
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Q5
▲ "Put the content in your own words" ♦ "You summarize the source in general terms." ● "You quote the source verbatim" ■ "You don't have to cite the source"
Akhil ✘ You quote the source verbatim 0 4270 4.08
Andrew ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1048 2689 2.07
B ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1354 5437 1.82
Dricka ❤ ❤️️ ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1327 5283 2.93
Fake Name ✘ You summarize the source in general terms. 0 3950 6.27
Hayley ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1067 3797 5.32
HegelRocks ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1237 4232 2.52
I <3 HUM.2593 ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1355 5512 1.78
It's Ya Boi ✔️ Put the content in your own words 911 3516 7.54
J-Son ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1077 3583 4.93
Joe ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1003 3662 3.89
LL ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1033 3688 2.68
Nick ✘ You summarize the source in general terms. 0 2383 9.94
Rain drop ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1291 5387 4.37
Seth ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1230 4941 6.82
Sharath ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1088 4089 8.48
Will ✔️ Put the content in your own words 849 3483 10.04
sydney ✔️ Put the content in your own words 1220 5399 7.20
Switch tabs/pages to view other result breakdown
Library Basics: Science and Society
Paraphrasing a source means that you
Correct answers Put the content in your own words
Players correct (%) 83.33%
Question duration 20 seconds
Answer Summary
Answer options
Is answer correct? ✔️ ✘ ✘ ✘
Number of answers received 15 2 1 0
Average time taken to answer (seconds) 4.83 8.11 4.08 0.00
Answer Details
Players Answer Score (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer time (seconds)
RawReportData Data
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Question 
Number Question Answer 1 Answer 2 Answer 3 Answer 4 Correct Answers
Time Allotted to Answer 
(seconds) Players Answer Correct / Incorrect Correct Incorrect Score (points)
Score without Answer Streak 
Bonus (points) Current Total Score (points) Answer Time (%) Answer Time (seconds)
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Akhil Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 882 882 882 23.64% 4.73
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Andrew By going through OASIS Incorrect 0 1 0 0 0 29.46% 5.89
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 B Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 793 793 793 41.39% 8.28
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 818 818 818 36.49% 7.30
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Fake Name Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 781 781 781 43.82% 8.76
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Hayley Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 869 869 869 26.19% 5.24
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 HegelRocks Going through your usf email account Incorrect 0 1 0 0 0 23.82% 4.76
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 I <3 HUM.2593 Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 905 905 905 19.05% 3.81
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 It's Ya Boi Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 796 796 796 40.83% 8.17
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 J-Son Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 674 674 674 65.21% 13.04
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Joe Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 823 823 823 35.39% 7.08
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 LL Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 860 860 860 27.95% 5.59
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Nick Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 769 769 769 46.29% 9.26
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Rain drop Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 778 778 778 44.42% 8.88
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Seth Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 680 680 680 64.00% 12.80
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Sharath Incorrect 0 1 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 Will Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 744 744 744 51.11% 10.22
1 How do you connect from off campus when using the USF Library? "Going through your usf email account" "Going through links in the USF Library 
catalog"
"Clicking on \"login for full access\" on the 
library home page"
"By going through OASIS" Clicking on "login for full access" on the 
library home page
20 sydney Clicking on "login for full access" on the library 
home page
Correct 1 0 904 904 904 19.27% 3.85
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Akhil The library catalog Correct 1 0 1016 916 1898 16.71% 3.34
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Andrew The library catalog Correct 1 0 785 785 785 43.08% 8.62
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 B The library catalog Correct 1 0 992 892 1785 21.55% 4.31
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ The library catalog Correct 1 0 947 847 1765 30.60% 6.12
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Fake Name The library catalog Correct 1 0 917 817 1698 36.56% 7.31
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Hayley Reserves Incorrect 0 1 0 0 869 22.78% 4.56
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 HegelRocks The library catalog Correct 1 0 840 840 840 32.03% 6.41
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 I <3 HUM.2593 The library catalog Correct 1 0 901 801 1806 39.74% 7.95
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 It's Ya Boi The library catalog Correct 1 0 962 862 1758 27.68% 5.54
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 J-Son Reserves Incorrect 0 1 0 0 674 62.42% 12.48
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Joe The library catalog Correct 1 0 979 879 1802 24.23% 4.85
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 LL The library catalog Correct 1 0 959 859 1819 28.24% 5.65
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Nick Reserves Incorrect 0 1 0 0 769 47.63% 9.53
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Rain drop The library catalog Correct 1 0 1032 932 1810 13.60% 2.72
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Seth The library catalog Correct 1 0 1056 956 1736 8.81% 1.76
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Sharath The library catalog Correct 1 0 867 867 867 26.52% 5.30
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 Will The library catalog Correct 1 0 998 898 1742 20.40% 4.08
2 What source in the library tells you what books are on the shelves? "The library catalog" "ILLIAD" "Google Scholar" "Reserves" The library catalog 20 sydney The library catalog Correct 1 0 986 886 1890 22.78% 4.56
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Akhil Research Guide Correct 1 0 1139 939 3037 12.26% 2.45
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Andrew Google Scholar Incorrect 0 1 0 0 785 31.47% 6.29
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 B Research Guide Correct 1 0 1119 919 2904 16.25% 3.25
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ Research Guide Correct 1 0 1099 899 2864 20.19% 4.04
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Fake Name Research Guide Correct 1 0 1085 885 2783 22.99% 4.60
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Hayley Research Guide Correct 1 0 909 909 1778 18.21% 3.64
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 HegelRocks Research Guide Correct 1 0 1029 929 1869 14.27% 2.85
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 I <3 HUM.2593 Research Guide Correct 1 0 1114 914 2920 17.28% 3.46
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 It's Ya Boi E-Journals link Incorrect 0 1 0 0 1758 44.36% 8.87
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 J-Son Research Guide Correct 1 0 869 869 1543 26.11% 5.22
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Joe E-Journals link Incorrect 0 1 0 0 1802 19.39% 3.88
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 LL E-Journals link Incorrect 0 1 0 0 1819 37.99% 7.60
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Nick Research Guide Correct 1 0 846 846 1615 30.86% 6.17
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Rain drop Research Guide Correct 1 0 1092 892 2902 21.63% 4.33
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Seth Research Guide Correct 1 0 772 572 2508 85.67% 17.13
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Sharath Research Guide Correct 1 0 1019 919 1886 16.24% 3.25
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 Will E-Journals link Incorrect 0 1 0 0 1742 32.12% 6.42
3 Where can you find ONLY specialized resources from the library for philosophy? "Google Scholar" "E-Journals link" "Research Guide" "Wikipedia" Research Guide 20 sydney Research Guide Correct 1 0 1124 924 3014 15.19% 3.04
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Akhil Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1233 933 4270 13.37% 2.67
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Andrew Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 856 856 1641 28.74% 5.75
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 B Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1179 879 4083 24.28% 4.86
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1092 792 3956 41.64% 8.33
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Fake Name Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1167 867 3950 26.69% 5.34
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Hayley Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 952 852 2730 29.60% 5.92
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 HegelRocks Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1126 926 2995 14.71% 2.94
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 I <3 HUM.2593 Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1237 937 4157 12.51% 2.50
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 It's Ya Boi Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 847 847 2605 30.52% 6.10
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 J-Son Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 963 863 2506 27.40% 5.48
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Joe Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 857 857 2659 28.51% 5.70
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 LL Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 836 836 2655 32.76% 6.55
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Nick Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 768 668 2383 66.35% 13.27
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Rain drop Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1194 894 4096 21.11% 4.22
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Seth Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1203 903 3711 19.46% 3.89
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Sharath Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1115 915 3001 17.10% 3.42
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 Will Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 892 892 2634 21.66% 4.33
4 Which of these choices is a primary source? "A children's book on Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution "
"Darwin's work, The Origin of Species." "An encyclopedia article about Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution"
"A textbook about evolution." Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. 20 sydney Darwin's work, The Origin of Species. Correct 1 0 1165 865 4179 27.10% 5.42
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Akhil You quote the source verbatim Incorrect 0 1 0 0 4270 20.42% 4.08
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Andrew Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1048 948 2689 10.36% 2.07
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 B Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1354 954 5437 9.12% 1.82
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Dricka ❤ ❤️️ Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1327 927 5283 14.66% 2.93
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Fake Name You summarize the source in general terms. Incorrect 0 1 0 0 3950 31.35% 6.27
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Hayley Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1067 867 3797 26.61% 5.32
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 HegelRocks Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1237 937 4232 12.61% 2.52
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 I <3 HUM.2593 Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1355 955 5512 8.92% 1.78
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 It's Ya Boi Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 911 811 3516 37.72% 7.54
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 J-Son Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1077 877 3583 24.63% 4.93
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Joe Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1003 903 3662 19.47% 3.89
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 LL Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1033 933 3688 13.39% 2.68
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Nick You summarize the source in general terms. Incorrect 0 1 0 0 2383 49.72% 9.94
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Rain drop Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1291 891 5387 21.83% 4.37
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Seth Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1230 830 4941 34.09% 6.82
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Sharath Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1088 788 4089 42.38% 8.48
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 Will Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 849 749 3483 50.22% 10.04
5 Paraphrasing a source means that you "Put the content in your own words" "You summarize the source in general 
terms "
"You quote the source verbatim" "You don't have to cite the source" Put the content in your own words 20 sydney Put the content in your own words Correct 1 0 1220 820 5399 36.00% 7.20
